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The High-latitude Geospace System
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Earth’s magnetosphere, ionosphere, and thermosphere respond as a 
coherently integrated system to the impinging solar wind. This ‘system science’ 
view provides a path toward deeper understanding and improved prediction.

Nowhere is the systems approach more important than at polar latitudes, 
where solar wind power enters the geospace system through a cascade of 
processes that are challenging to capture observationally or through a single 
model.

Recent years have witnessed the rapid expansion of sensors deployed to the 
geomagnetic polar regions. These measurements are being supported by an 
increasingly sophisticated suite of models and space missions.  

Efforts to reconcile these perspectives have called into question our 
understanding of four key areas:
1) energy transfer and dissipation in the geomagnetic polar regions
2) sources and impacts of instabilities and turbulence
3) role of extreme plasma gradients on magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling
4) mechanisms of high-latitude plasma escape. 



Infrastructure Contributions
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• Transport Modeling (GEMINI) - Zettergren 

• Plasma Simulation - Oppenheim 

• ISR Simulation (SimISR) - Swoboda 

• I-T Modeling (GITM) - Ridley  

• Assimilative modeling (AMIE-2) - McGranaghan 

• Conductivity Estimation - Kaeppler

• Rocket Program - Clemens 

• Antarctic infrastructure - Gerrard 

• SWARM mission - Knudsen 

• GNSS - Datta-Barua

Improved sampling (coverage, density, capabilities)
Observational

Modeling

• TREx - Donovan 

• RISR - Varney, Gillies 

• AMPERE - Anderson 

• Aurorasaurus - Case, MacDonald



Science Contributions
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Use of models and intuition to reconcile measurements 
from different locations, times, platforms, sensors

• Topside and Ion upflow - Burchill, Sojka, Varney 
• Plasma patch dynamics - Y. Zou 

• Auroral omega bands - J. Liu  
• Reconnection - Perry, Dahlgren, Carlson, Semeter 
• Polar electrodynamics - St.-Maurice 
• Polar cap-aurora interaction - S. Zou, Nishimura, Lyons 
• Flows and Joule Heating - Y. Huang, C. Huang, Horvath 

• I-T and Neutral Dynamics - Wu, Lotko, C. Lee, Dhadly 
• Substorm onset - Gallardo-Lacourt 
• Polar cap potential saturation - Clauer 
• Magnetotail processes - Sivadas
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Ionosphere as a projection of the magnetosphere
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The Dungey Cycle
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Reconnection is a dominant driver of magnetospheric convection

discovered early, is the magnetic tail (Ness, 1965). That the magneto-
sphere might have a tail had been suggested earlier by Piddington
(1960, 1963), and although he imagined that the appendage grew
only on occasion and provided the current to account for the main
phase of magnetic storms, his insight deserves mention here because
he recognized explicitly that a tail implied that magnetic tension must
be added to magnetic compression as a force between the solar wind
and the Earth. Beyond this, a tail, because it requires a current-bearing
plasma sheet within the volume of the magnetosphere violates the CF
vacuum assumption. The plasma in the tail has a pressure comparable
to that of the local magnetic field, and therefore markedly alters the
magnetosphere’s shape. Thus, the original Chapman–Ferraro problem
had to be restated as finding the size and shape of the magnetosphere
with its magnetotail. Unlike the original problem, this one is not well
posed even for the case of a closed magnetosphere (i.e., one in which,
like the original CF magnetosphere, no magnetic flux crosses the
magnetopause), for in addition to the inner and outer boundary
conditions (the dipole strength and the solar wind dynamic pressure)
one must specify the amount of magnetic flux in the tail, and this
cannot be obtained uniquely from the stated external and internal
boundary conditions.

Unti and Atkinson (1968) demonstrated the point about non-
uniqueness by solving the CF-problem-with-tail using Dungey’s
1958 2D conformal transformation technique, mentioned earlier.
They showed that for the same internal and external boundary
conditions, the shape of the magnetosphere varies greatly with the
amount of magnetic flux in the tail, which must be specified as an
input parameter. Unlike the original problem, no analytic solution
has been found to the extended, 3D CF problem with specified tail
magnetic flux. Various approximate solutions have been published
that violate one or more of the physical conditions that define the
problem (see Siscoe (1988, 2001) for a review of this subject).
Though the problem belongs to space physics, its solution belongs
to the field of applied mathematics.

The Dungey-problem analog to the Chapman–Ferraro problem
entails figuring out how to specify the flux in the tail for given
boundary conditions, and, as mentioned, this problem is still
unsolved. In an attempt to preserve the CF character of the
magnetosphere with a tail, Siscoe (1966) pointed out that the
force between the tail and the earth could be treated in a CF-like
fashion in which the gradient of magnetic field generated by the tail
current system pulls the geomagnetic dipole tailward, and, as
required for global force balance, this force must equal the force
that the solar wind exerts on the tail. An estimate in the cited
reference put the tail force at roughly an order of magnitude less
than the CF force. Loosely speaking, the Chapman–Ferraro current

pushes the dipole tailward and the tail current pulls the dipole
tailward. The two current systems transfer the tailward force that
the solar wind exerts on the dayside and nightside portions of the
magnetosphere boundary to the solid body of the Earth.

The non-CF attribute next to consider is a current system that
couples the ionosphere to the solar wind in the magnetosheath. Its
existence was inferred quite early when Vasyliunas (1968, 1970)
pointed out that the two-cell SD current system necessarily implied
that electrical currents must flow into and out of the ionosphere. He
predicted that there are two such pairs of in-and-out currents
forming concentric, pole-centered circles. He noted that the pre-
dicted currents are consistent with a skewing of the magnetotail
reported by Behannon (1970). A low-altitude map of the predicted
current rings was later charted by Zmuda and Armstrong (1974)
using data from a polar satellite. Iijima and Potemra (1976) refined
the map and named the rings the region 1 and 2 currents, region 1
being poleward, and in 1978 gave the total current flowing into and
out of the region 1 ring on average during disturbed times as
2.7 MA, which you will notice is comparable to the canonical
3.5 MA of CF current flowing on the magnetopause. The question
arose: ‘‘What do you do with the extra 2.7 MA?’’

Vasyliunas (1975) pointed out that because the current in
question dissipates energy in the ionosphere, it must connect to
a source of energy in space, and the solar wind flowing in the
magnetosheath is an obvious candidate. Atkinson (1978) put this
suggestion in explicit magnetospheric context by suggesting that
the region 1 current closes on the magnetopause behind the cusps,
where it would flow in the same direction as the CF current, thus
adding 2.7 to the 3.5 MA already there. He did not consider the
expanded size of the magnetopause that such addition of current
implies (since the increased J!B force would flare the boundary
more) nor from where the magnetic flux would come to fill the
expanded volume. Nonetheless, Vasyliunas’ and Atkinson’s sug-
gestion that the region 1 current makes contact with the solar wind
in the magnetosheath was confirmed when global MHD simula-
tions allowed streamlines of region 1 current to be traced from the
ionosphere to see where they go (Tanaka, 1995; Janhunen et al.,
1996). Fedder et al. (1997) traced the current beyond the magne-
topause to the bow shock, which they identified as the dynamo that
provides the energy that the region 1 current dissipates in the
ionosphere.

Siscoe and Siebert (2006a) reproduced the Fedder et al. result and
presented a figure showing current extending from the ionosphere
through the magnetopause to the bow shock (reproduced here in
Fig. 3(b)). Since at low altitudes this current system coincides with
the region 1 current ring, we will simply call it the region 1 current

Fig. 2. The circulation pattern in the magnetosphere (a) introduced by Dungey (1961) to account for the circulation pattern in the ionosphere and (b) inferred from the high-
latitude SD magnetic disturbance current system. Matched dayside–nightside magnetic reconnection is an essential part of the circulation, now known as the Dungey cycle.
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magnetic flux. Various approximate solutions have been published
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problem (see Siscoe (1988, 2001) for a review of this subject).
Though the problem belongs to space physics, its solution belongs
to the field of applied mathematics.
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fashion in which the gradient of magnetic field generated by the tail
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required for global force balance, this force must equal the force
that the solar wind exerts on the tail. An estimate in the cited
reference put the tail force at roughly an order of magnitude less
than the CF force. Loosely speaking, the Chapman–Ferraro current
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the solar wind exerts on the dayside and nightside portions of the
magnetosphere boundary to the solid body of the Earth.

The non-CF attribute next to consider is a current system that
couples the ionosphere to the solar wind in the magnetosheath. Its
existence was inferred quite early when Vasyliunas (1968, 1970)
pointed out that the two-cell SD current system necessarily implied
that electrical currents must flow into and out of the ionosphere. He
predicted that there are two such pairs of in-and-out currents
forming concentric, pole-centered circles. He noted that the pre-
dicted currents are consistent with a skewing of the magnetotail
reported by Behannon (1970). A low-altitude map of the predicted
current rings was later charted by Zmuda and Armstrong (1974)
using data from a polar satellite. Iijima and Potemra (1976) refined
the map and named the rings the region 1 and 2 currents, region 1
being poleward, and in 1978 gave the total current flowing into and
out of the region 1 ring on average during disturbed times as
2.7 MA, which you will notice is comparable to the canonical
3.5 MA of CF current flowing on the magnetopause. The question
arose: ‘‘What do you do with the extra 2.7 MA?’’

Vasyliunas (1975) pointed out that because the current in
question dissipates energy in the ionosphere, it must connect to
a source of energy in space, and the solar wind flowing in the
magnetosheath is an obvious candidate. Atkinson (1978) put this
suggestion in explicit magnetospheric context by suggesting that
the region 1 current closes on the magnetopause behind the cusps,
where it would flow in the same direction as the CF current, thus
adding 2.7 to the 3.5 MA already there. He did not consider the
expanded size of the magnetopause that such addition of current
implies (since the increased J!B force would flare the boundary
more) nor from where the magnetic flux would come to fill the
expanded volume. Nonetheless, Vasyliunas’ and Atkinson’s sug-
gestion that the region 1 current makes contact with the solar wind
in the magnetosheath was confirmed when global MHD simula-
tions allowed streamlines of region 1 current to be traced from the
ionosphere to see where they go (Tanaka, 1995; Janhunen et al.,
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Siscoe and Siebert (2006a) reproduced the Fedder et al. result and
presented a figure showing current extending from the ionosphere
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Fig. 3(b)). Since at low altitudes this current system coincides with
the region 1 current ring, we will simply call it the region 1 current

Fig. 2. The circulation pattern in the magnetosphere (a) introduced by Dungey (1961) to account for the circulation pattern in the ionosphere and (b) inferred from the high-
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discovered early, is the magnetic tail (Ness, 1965). That the magneto-
sphere might have a tail had been suggested earlier by Piddington
(1960, 1963), and although he imagined that the appendage grew
only on occasion and provided the current to account for the main
phase of magnetic storms, his insight deserves mention here because
he recognized explicitly that a tail implied that magnetic tension must
be added to magnetic compression as a force between the solar wind
and the Earth. Beyond this, a tail, because it requires a current-bearing
plasma sheet within the volume of the magnetosphere violates the CF
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to that of the local magnetic field, and therefore markedly alters the
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with its magnetotail. Unlike the original problem, this one is not well
posed even for the case of a closed magnetosphere (i.e., one in which,
like the original CF magnetosphere, no magnetic flux crosses the
magnetopause), for in addition to the inner and outer boundary
conditions (the dipole strength and the solar wind dynamic pressure)
one must specify the amount of magnetic flux in the tail, and this
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They showed that for the same internal and external boundary
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amount of magnetic flux in the tail, which must be specified as an
input parameter. Unlike the original problem, no analytic solution
has been found to the extended, 3D CF problem with specified tail
magnetic flux. Various approximate solutions have been published
that violate one or more of the physical conditions that define the
problem (see Siscoe (1988, 2001) for a review of this subject).
Though the problem belongs to space physics, its solution belongs
to the field of applied mathematics.

The Dungey-problem analog to the Chapman–Ferraro problem
entails figuring out how to specify the flux in the tail for given
boundary conditions, and, as mentioned, this problem is still
unsolved. In an attempt to preserve the CF character of the
magnetosphere with a tail, Siscoe (1966) pointed out that the
force between the tail and the earth could be treated in a CF-like
fashion in which the gradient of magnetic field generated by the tail
current system pulls the geomagnetic dipole tailward, and, as
required for global force balance, this force must equal the force
that the solar wind exerts on the tail. An estimate in the cited
reference put the tail force at roughly an order of magnitude less
than the CF force. Loosely speaking, the Chapman–Ferraro current
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the solar wind exerts on the dayside and nightside portions of the
magnetosphere boundary to the solid body of the Earth.

The non-CF attribute next to consider is a current system that
couples the ionosphere to the solar wind in the magnetosheath. Its
existence was inferred quite early when Vasyliunas (1968, 1970)
pointed out that the two-cell SD current system necessarily implied
that electrical currents must flow into and out of the ionosphere. He
predicted that there are two such pairs of in-and-out currents
forming concentric, pole-centered circles. He noted that the pre-
dicted currents are consistent with a skewing of the magnetotail
reported by Behannon (1970). A low-altitude map of the predicted
current rings was later charted by Zmuda and Armstrong (1974)
using data from a polar satellite. Iijima and Potemra (1976) refined
the map and named the rings the region 1 and 2 currents, region 1
being poleward, and in 1978 gave the total current flowing into and
out of the region 1 ring on average during disturbed times as
2.7 MA, which you will notice is comparable to the canonical
3.5 MA of CF current flowing on the magnetopause. The question
arose: ‘‘What do you do with the extra 2.7 MA?’’

Vasyliunas (1975) pointed out that because the current in
question dissipates energy in the ionosphere, it must connect to
a source of energy in space, and the solar wind flowing in the
magnetosheath is an obvious candidate. Atkinson (1978) put this
suggestion in explicit magnetospheric context by suggesting that
the region 1 current closes on the magnetopause behind the cusps,
where it would flow in the same direction as the CF current, thus
adding 2.7 to the 3.5 MA already there. He did not consider the
expanded size of the magnetopause that such addition of current
implies (since the increased J!B force would flare the boundary
more) nor from where the magnetic flux would come to fill the
expanded volume. Nonetheless, Vasyliunas’ and Atkinson’s sug-
gestion that the region 1 current makes contact with the solar wind
in the magnetosheath was confirmed when global MHD simula-
tions allowed streamlines of region 1 current to be traced from the
ionosphere to see where they go (Tanaka, 1995; Janhunen et al.,
1996). Fedder et al. (1997) traced the current beyond the magne-
topause to the bow shock, which they identified as the dynamo that
provides the energy that the region 1 current dissipates in the
ionosphere.

Siscoe and Siebert (2006a) reproduced the Fedder et al. result and
presented a figure showing current extending from the ionosphere
through the magnetopause to the bow shock (reproduced here in
Fig. 3(b)). Since at low altitudes this current system coincides with
the region 1 current ring, we will simply call it the region 1 current

Fig. 2. The circulation pattern in the magnetosphere (a) introduced by Dungey (1961) to account for the circulation pattern in the ionosphere and (b) inferred from the high-
latitude SD magnetic disturbance current system. Matched dayside–nightside magnetic reconnection is an essential part of the circulation, now known as the Dungey cycle.
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posed even for the case of a closed magnetosphere (i.e., one in which,
like the original CF magnetosphere, no magnetic flux crosses the
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conditions (the dipole strength and the solar wind dynamic pressure)
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1958 2D conformal transformation technique, mentioned earlier.
They showed that for the same internal and external boundary
conditions, the shape of the magnetosphere varies greatly with the
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input parameter. Unlike the original problem, no analytic solution
has been found to the extended, 3D CF problem with specified tail
magnetic flux. Various approximate solutions have been published
that violate one or more of the physical conditions that define the
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Though the problem belongs to space physics, its solution belongs
to the field of applied mathematics.
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boundary conditions, and, as mentioned, this problem is still
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magnetosphere with a tail, Siscoe (1966) pointed out that the
force between the tail and the earth could be treated in a CF-like
fashion in which the gradient of magnetic field generated by the tail
current system pulls the geomagnetic dipole tailward, and, as
required for global force balance, this force must equal the force
that the solar wind exerts on the tail. An estimate in the cited
reference put the tail force at roughly an order of magnitude less
than the CF force. Loosely speaking, the Chapman–Ferraro current
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couples the ionosphere to the solar wind in the magnetosheath. Its
existence was inferred quite early when Vasyliunas (1968, 1970)
pointed out that the two-cell SD current system necessarily implied
that electrical currents must flow into and out of the ionosphere. He
predicted that there are two such pairs of in-and-out currents
forming concentric, pole-centered circles. He noted that the pre-
dicted currents are consistent with a skewing of the magnetotail
reported by Behannon (1970). A low-altitude map of the predicted
current rings was later charted by Zmuda and Armstrong (1974)
using data from a polar satellite. Iijima and Potemra (1976) refined
the map and named the rings the region 1 and 2 currents, region 1
being poleward, and in 1978 gave the total current flowing into and
out of the region 1 ring on average during disturbed times as
2.7 MA, which you will notice is comparable to the canonical
3.5 MA of CF current flowing on the magnetopause. The question
arose: ‘‘What do you do with the extra 2.7 MA?’’

Vasyliunas (1975) pointed out that because the current in
question dissipates energy in the ionosphere, it must connect to
a source of energy in space, and the solar wind flowing in the
magnetosheath is an obvious candidate. Atkinson (1978) put this
suggestion in explicit magnetospheric context by suggesting that
the region 1 current closes on the magnetopause behind the cusps,
where it would flow in the same direction as the CF current, thus
adding 2.7 to the 3.5 MA already there. He did not consider the
expanded size of the magnetopause that such addition of current
implies (since the increased J!B force would flare the boundary
more) nor from where the magnetic flux would come to fill the
expanded volume. Nonetheless, Vasyliunas’ and Atkinson’s sug-
gestion that the region 1 current makes contact with the solar wind
in the magnetosheath was confirmed when global MHD simula-
tions allowed streamlines of region 1 current to be traced from the
ionosphere to see where they go (Tanaka, 1995; Janhunen et al.,
1996). Fedder et al. (1997) traced the current beyond the magne-
topause to the bow shock, which they identified as the dynamo that
provides the energy that the region 1 current dissipates in the
ionosphere.

Siscoe and Siebert (2006a) reproduced the Fedder et al. result and
presented a figure showing current extending from the ionosphere
through the magnetopause to the bow shock (reproduced here in
Fig. 3(b)). Since at low altitudes this current system coincides with
the region 1 current ring, we will simply call it the region 1 current

Fig. 2. The circulation pattern in the magnetosphere (a) introduced by Dungey (1961) to account for the circulation pattern in the ionosphere and (b) inferred from the high-
latitude SD magnetic disturbance current system. Matched dayside–nightside magnetic reconnection is an essential part of the circulation, now known as the Dungey cycle.
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3. Results

Figure 1 shows a time series of the imager and radar data as north-south keograms at 4 –8 UT on 27
November 2011. The NYA imager was located in the prenoon sector and detected the poleward
boundary of the dayside auroral oval at ~78° magnetic latitude (MLAT) at the beginning of this time
interval. The oval at 630.0 nm was steady and moderately intensified at 4–5 UT. Soon after 0500 UT, the
poleward edge of the auroral oval showed a weak brightening followed by poleward propagation that
appeared to stop at ~80° MLAT. A stronger brightening occurred at 0546 UT, followed by rapid poleward
propagation of a faint emission that reached the high-latitude edge of the imager FOV. The 557.7 nm
data also show this brightening along the poleward boundary and a small (~1°) poleward extension.
In contrast, no significant 557.7 nm emission was seen beyond 78° MLAT. This contrast indicates that
the brightening along the poleward boundary and part of the poleward propagation is a PMAF
associated with electron precipitation, and the subsequent poleward propagation dominated by
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Figure 1. Time series of the (a) 630.0 and (b) 557.7 nm NYA imager keograms using all longitudes, (c) HAN radar LOS flow
keogram from beams 10–13, (d) RES 630.0 nm imager keogram along the line shown in Figure 2a, (e) RKN radar LOS
flow keogram from beam 11, and (f) RKN white light imager keogram. Positive flows are directed toward the radar. The
DMSP orbit is drawn in Figure 1a in gray.
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(Figure 1c), within the 630.0 nm mapping uncertainties (~100 km). The patch’s leading edge, center, and
trailing edge, as defined in section 2, are shaded in pink, yellow, and orange, respectively.

The 5 s smoothed magnetic field data are shown in North-East-Center (center being toward the Earth’s
center) coordinates [Ritter et al., 2013] and have been high-pass filtered with a cutoff period at 5min to show
variations clearly. We focus on the possible perturbations related to the patch, but not the persistent, almost
periodic, oscillations of ~1–2 nT that are likely related to atmospheric gravity waves [Iyemori et al., 2015].
While the magnetic field before the patch crossing was quasi-steady, it exhibited large disturbances upon
the patch crossing as detected almost simultaneously by Swarm A and C. The disturbance was also detected
by Swarm B, which traversed a few minutes later (data not shown). The disturbance consisted of a 10 nT

Figure 2. (a and b) From top to bottom: 630.0 nm luminosity at the spacecraft footprint, magnetic field vector, FAC densities, current sheet orientation, and
integrated FAC intensity around the patch, measured by Swarm A (Figure 2a) and C (Figure 2b). The leading edge, center, and trailing edge of the patch are
shaded in pink, yellow, and orange. The thin and thick curves in the FAC data are before and after 5 s smoothing, respectively. The large-scale FAC baseline is shown
as the solid light blue curve, and the deviations from it by 0.15 μA/m!2 are shown as the dashed blue curves. Substantially large FACs are highlighted as pink in FAC
densities and orientation angles, respectively. The center of integrated downward and upward FAC aremarked by the blue and red dots, respectively. (c) Comparison
of the eastward component of magnetic perturbation measured by Swarm A and C.

Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics 10.1002/2016JA022665
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Conjugate measurements from 
SWARM satellite constellation 
suggests that anomalous flow 
channel is powered by enhanced 
field aligned currents.

Y. Zou et al., 2017

Such studies should be 
much easier to carry out, 
with clarity of results
unaffected by  
observational
limitations.



What we need:  2) Multi-scale observations
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North

10 km
500 m

Knudsen et al., 2001

There is not a continuum of scales
in the magnetosphere-ionosphere
system.   Rather, the physics 
changes abruptly as we cross 
specific parameter regimes.

What we need:  2) Multi-scale observations
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What we need: 3) Collaborative measurements from 
ground and space
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Sivadas et al., 2016
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Complex interaction 
between plasma patch 
and the auroral boundary 
Unresolved effect of 
high-latitude (lobe)  
reconnection.

Perry et al., 2016



Lockwood and Carlson: Polar Cap Patches and Transient Reconnection 1733 

considerably greater than the reconnection burst repetition 
rate, the plasma distribution would be similar to that f/or 
steady reconnection at the average rate. Hence a tongue• of 
plasma will be produced, extending into the polar cap, as 
solar-enhanced plasma is moved anti-sunward by the 
convection, as shown in (2) and this mechanism alone does 
not appear likely to give patches within the polar cap. 

In figure 4, the merging gap ab is allowed to migrate 
equatorward during the reconnection pulses. The theory 
presented by Cowley and Lockwood (1992) predicts that 
when the reconnection ceases, the open-closed boundary will 
relax back poleward toward an equilibrium configuration. 
From both theory and observation, this relaxation time is 
thought to be about 10-15 min. Because the electric field 
along ab, in its own rest frame, is zero at these times (i.e. no 
reconneetion is taking place) the plasma around the boundary 
moves with the boundary (i.e. it is said to be 'adiaroic'). The 
flow patterns in figure 4 are similar to those derived by 
Cowley et al. (1991), other than that the reconnection pulses 
are considered to be longer and less frequent. 

From the same initial conditions as in figure 3, figure 4 
considers conceptually the evolution of the flows and regions 
of high plasma density, with snapshots 2.5 min. apart. 
Starting from the same initial conditions as in figure 3 at 
time t=0 in (1), the burst of reconnection starts at time t=2 
min. At t--2.5 rain (2), the merging gap is moving 
equatorward, and there is some weak flow excited. Because 
the enhanced reconnection is envisaged as occurring f'zrst at 
the centre of the X-line and subsequently spreading away 
from noon, the merging gap has moved furthest near its 
centre. In (3) the flow has increased and is starting to 
significantly move the high-density plasma on the dayside, 
distorting the plasma density contour as shown. Indeed, in 
this snapshot, the reconnection burst has begun to reconnect 
field lines on which the F-region plasma density is high 
because it previously resided in sunlight. At time t--7 min. 
the reconnection burst ends. Hence the merging gap begins 

to return poleward with the local plasma flow. As with the 
onset of reconnection, this is envisaged to commence at the 
centre of the merging gap and then spread east and west. The 
distortion of the plasma density contour continues in (4) and 
(5) as the flows decay, and the magnetosphere-ionosphere 
system tends towards an equilibrium with the new amount of 
open flux. By t = 15 min., the flows have returned low density 
plasma sunward of high density plasma and the patch is 
"pinched off" by the time the flows have ceased (8). In 
principle, the flows shown in fig. 4 would leave the patch 
connected to the dayside by a narrow tongue between the 
two flow cells. However, in practice small movements of the 
zero-potential contour (e.g. due to fluctuations in !MF By) 
will probably act to disperse such a feature. At t=19.5 min. 
the next reconneetion burst commences and the flows in (9)- 
(12) are the same as in (2)-(5). While producing a second 
patch, these flows are also moving the fin-at patch poleward 
and tending to elongate it in the dawn-dusk direction (for this 
case with zero IMF By). 

Discussion 

Figure 4 demonstrates a mechanism whereby discrete 
patches of enhanced plasma density are produced in the polar 
cap by transient bursts of dayside reconnection. To illustrate 
the mechanism we have considered reconnection bursts 17.5 
rain apart, and lasting 5 min. Although there is little doubt 
that such periods can and do occur, shorter intervals are more 
cormnonly inferred from the ISEE and AMPTE 
magnetopause data (Elphic, 1990). To consider their effect, 
we must recall that the density varies significantly over a few 
100 km transverse to the single contour discussed in figures 
3 and 4. Hence we would expect shorter-lived events to give 
less equatorward motion of the merging gap and to cause 
smaller differences in density between inside and outside the 
patch. For FTE repetition rates which are very short (1-2 
min.), it is possible that the resulting density fluctuations 

1. 2. 3. 

5. 6. 7. 8. 

9._. .... . . 12. 

Fig. 4. Sequence of flow snapshots 2.5 min apart, for a sequence of reconnection pulses during which the merging 
gap migrates equatorward (adapted from Cowley et al., 1991). The solid line is a high plasma density contour. 

Cowley, Carlson, Lockwood

E-region arc

F-region patch

Temporal scales,  
spatial scales, and 
flow complexities  
associated with this  
physics has not been  
established. 
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What we need
1) Better coverage 

2) Multi-scale observations and multi-scale modeling 

3) Collaborative measurements from ground and space 

4) Creative experimental techniques
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Tuesday 10-12: B: Space Weather Observation Network I: Ionospheric Disturbances 
Tuesday 13:30-15:30: A: Space Weather Observation Network II: Thermospheric Expansion 

Monday 1600-1800:  A. Space Weather Observation Network I: Ionospheric Disturbances 

Wednesday 13:30-15:30. B: Space Weather Observation Network II: Thermospheric Expansion 

Join us for further further discussion:


